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Alert to Seasonality
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Which Monster suites you?
Monster Original

packs the original high-energy
Monster brew with the classic
Monster flavor.

Monster Lo-Carb
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Unleashed Sales

our

is a low-calorie and low-carb version
of the original Monster Energy brew
that packs the same energy punch as
the original.

Monster Khaos

blends 50 percent juice (apple,
orange, pear, peach, tangerine,
pineapple and white grape juice
extract) with the original Monster
taste and classic buzz.

M-80

infuses the Monster brew with 80
percent tropical juices (apple, passion
fruit and pineapple juice concentrate)
for an explosive flavor with a punch
of energy.

Mixxd

throws 30 percent juice (apple and
red grape juice concentrate) into the
original Monster energy-blend.

Java Monster Originale

charges premium coffee and cream
with the Monster energy-blend for a
supercharged energy drink with half
the caffeine of regular coffee.

Java Monster Irish Blend

is a non-alcoholic version of a classic
coffee cocktail infused with the
original Monster buzz.
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